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Abstract
A coupled KdV system with a free parameter proposed by Nutku and Og˜uz
is considered. It is shown that the system passes the WTC’s Painleve´ test for
arbitrary value of the parameter. A further analysis yields that the parameter
can be scaled away and the system can be decoupled.
Soliton or integrable equations are those systems which have rich structures,
such as infinite number of conservation laws, multi-Hamiltonian structures, infinite
symmetries, Ba¨cklund transformations. An important question is how integrable
systems couple without loss of integrability. The first coupled KdV system was
proposed by Hirota and Satsuma in 1981 [5]. Since then, many coupled KdV sys-
tems have been constructed. We here mention Ito’s system [6], the coupled systems
resulted from Drinfeld-Sokolov framework [3], those from the group theoretical ap-
proach of Kyoto group [7] and the ones constructed by means of energy dependent
Schro¨dinger operator [1].
Nutku and Og˜uz [9] considered the following system
qt = qxxx + 2aqqx + rrx + (qr)x, rt = rxxx + 2brrx + qqx + (qr)x, (1)
where a and b are constants. They pointed out that this system (1) decouples if
a = ∓b. It is further shown that subject to
a+ b = 1, (2)
the system (1) is a bi-Hamiltonian system with two local Hamiltonian structures.
(We notice that the dispersionless version of this system with the condition (2) was
studied recently by Matsuno [8].) Thus, one has a bi-Hamiltonian system which
contains a free parameter. Our motivation is to consider the integrability of this
system. In general, a bi-Hamiltonian system is supposed to be integrable since it
has an infinite number of conserved quantities. However, it is peculiar that a system
is integrable with arbitrary value of parameter. We believe that either the system
is integrable for a certain value of the parameter or the parameter can be removed.
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For the system of Nutku and Og˜uz we will show that it is the latter case. WTC’s
Painleve´ analysis will be used to explore the system. (See [2] and the references
there for Painleve´ property and applications.)
We first convert the system (1) into a more convenient form. Taking q + r and
q − r as the new dependent variables and then rescaling them, we find that the
system (1) under the condition (2) is equivalent to
ut = uxxx + uux + vvx, vt = vxxx + λvvx + (uv)x, (3)
where λ is a parameter which is assumed as real. If λ = 0, the system (3) is
the complexly coupled KdV system discussed by Fuchssteiner [4]. In this case, the
system decouples.
Now we follow Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [10] and perform a Painleve´ analysis
for (3). By leading analysis: u→ u0φα, v → v0φβ , we obtain
α = −2, β = −2,
u0 =
−6(δλ +
√
λ2 + 4)√
λ2 + 4
φ2x, v0 =
12δ√
λ2 + 4
φ2x, (4)
where δ2 = 1.
Thus we make the following expansions
u = φ−2
∞∑
i=0
uiφ
i, v = φ−2
∞∑
i=0
viφ
i, (5)
it is found that resonances are
−1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 6
and we have only one branch. To show that this branch has the Painleve´ property,
we use Kruskal’s simplification, that is φ(x, t) = t + f(x). Then, the conditions
required at all resonances satisfy identically. Therefore, we conclude that the system
(3) passes the WTC’s Painleve´ test for arbitrary λ.
To gain more information on (3), we define the transformations by truncating
the series expansions (5) on the constant level as follows
u =
u0
φ2
+
u1
φ
+ u2, v =
v0
φ2
+
v1
φ
+ v2. (6)
For definiteness, we will concentrate on the case δ = 1. Inserting above expressions
for u and v into the system (3) and setting the coefficients of each power of φ to zero,
one obtains a system of equations. The coefficients of φ−5 provide us the formulae
for u0 and v0 (4), while the coefficients of φ
−4 and φ0 yield
u1 =
6(λ+
√
λ2 + 4)√
λ2 + 4
φxx, v1 =
−12√
λ2 + 4
φxx, (7)
and
u2t = u2xxx + u2u2x + v2v2x, v2t = v2xxx + λv2v2x + (u2v2)x. (8)
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The rest of equations, after eliminating u0, v0 by (4) and u1, v1 by (7), read
[φxxu2 +
1
2
(λ−
√
λ2 + 4)φxxv2 − (φt − φxxx)x]x = 0, (9)
φx(φxu2x + 3u2φxx) +
1
2
(λ−
√
λ2 + 4)φx(φxv2x + 3v2φxx)+
+5φxφxxxx − 2φxφxt − 2φxxφxxx − φtφxx = 0, (10)
φ2xu2 +
1
2
(λ−
√
λ2 + 4)φ2xv2 − φtφx + 4φxφxxx − 3φ2xx = 0. (11)
We observe that in above three equations (9-11), the fields u2 and v2 can be com-
bined into a single variable: u2 +
1
2
(λ −
√
λ2 + 4)v2. This observation suggests a
transformation of variables as follows
Q˜ = u+
1
2
(λ−
√
λ2 + 4)v, R˜ = v, (12)
then it is easy to verify that the following equation holds
Q˜t = Q˜xxx + Q˜Q˜x, R˜t = R˜xxx +
√
λ2 + 4R˜R˜x + (Q˜R˜)x. (13)
A simple rescaling of Q˜ and R˜
Q˜ = Q, R˜ =
R√
λ2 + 4
,
leads to the following system
Qt = Qxxx +QQx, Rt = Rxxx +RRx + (QR)x (14)
a system free from any parameter. We now notice that the first equation is nothing
but the celebrated KdV equation while the second one is the KdV equation with an
extra term. Now it is easy to see that by introducing
Q = S, Q+R = T
both S and T solve the KdV equation.
Thus, by means of the WTC’s Painleve´ analysis, we find that coupled KdV
system (3) is equivalent to two KdV equations. In this way, the original parameter
is removed and the system is decoupled. Therefore, we have a better understanding
of the structure of (3). This example further shows that the WTC’s approach is a
powerful method to study nonlinear systems.
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